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In a previous communication lBletchrodt,
i9621 evidence was presented that Be'had beeu

produced by the Soviet' nuclear test explosions
in September and October 1961. For samples of
stratospheric radioactivity taken at an altitude
of. L2.5 to 13 km over the Netherlands during
October-November 1961 the following relation
was found to hold:

[re'1 :C*o[sr'e]
where [Be'] and [Sfl] represent the concentra-
tions (pc kg-') of Be' and Sfl, respectively, C
is the concentration of natural, cosmic-ray-pro-
duced Be' which was assumed to be approxi-
mately constant, and o is the ratio of disinte-
gration rates of artificially produced Be' and
Sf'. As the half-lives of Be" and Sfl are ap-
proximately equal lAj zenb er g -Selo u e and Laur-
i,tsen, 1959; Osmond, and Owers, 19591, c
changes only slowly with time and may be
assumed to be constant for relatively short time
intervals. Assuming the number of 7 rays per
disintegration of Be' to be 0.115 we obtained a
value of 0.034 for o. From the more recent value

f Or'

0.103 of Taylor and Merrttt U9621 r is found
be 0.038.
As cosmic-ray-produced Be'is used as a tracer

in atmospheric circulation studias, it seemed

worth while to extend measurements on artificial
Be'in order to know its contribution to the
concentration of Be" in the atmosphere. During
7962 a number of stratospheric samples taken
at 12.5 to 13 km when the tropopause was at
least 1 km below this altitude have been an-
alyzed for Beo and Sfl. The method of sampling
and radiochemical analysis was the same as de-
scribed previously lBleichrodt, 19621 except for
the samples taken after August 1, 1962. For
these the radiochemical purification of Be" has
been extended by two successive evaporations
with HCIO. and Ru as an extra precaution
against Ru activity remaining in the final Be
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preparations (Ru'' has a halfJife of 39.8 days
and 7 energy of 0.498 Mev; Be' has a halflife
of 53.4 days and y energy of 0.478 Mev). The
counting setups have been calibrated with stand-
ardized solutions of Bd and Sfl obtained from
Nuclear Science and Engineering Corporation,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Isotope Division,
Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Eng-
land, respectively (estimated accuracy 2 per
cent).

'When comparing the results obtained in 1962
for debris of the Soviet explosions of 1961 with
those obtained during October and November
1961 it is necessary to apply a correction for
the slow increase of o with time whieh is due to
the small difference in half-life of Be' and Sr*.
In the above-mentioned formula, o should be
replaced by rd'*t , where t is the time in days
since November 1, 1961, the average date of the
measurements of 1961. Moreover, any seasonal
variation of the concentration of natural Bet
(C) should be taken into account.

Some data concerning the concentration of
cosmic-ray-produced Be" during various periods
of the year are presented in Table 1. The pre-
dicted value for a geomagnetic latitude of 55oN
in a stagnant atmosphere lLal and Peters,
19621, when production and radioactive decay
are in equilibrium, is also given for eomparison.
No significant seasonal variation of C is ob-
served,

Be" concentrations for samples of the period
January-July 1962 ara plotted in Figure 1 ver-
sus [Sr*]eo'*'. In these samples the contribu-
tion of debris from nuclear explosions of the
United States during 1962 was negligible as

followed from the relative concentration of
short-lived nuclides. The curve in Figure 1

represents the expected relation between Be'
and Sfl. It intersects the ordinate at a concen-
tration equal to the average of the data of Table
1 and has a slope a of 0.038. The points do not
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TABLE 1. Concentrationof Cosmic-Ray-Produced
Be? at 12.5 to 13 Kilometers over the Netherlands

Period
Number of

Samples pclkg*
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Be7

1960

November-December

1961

January-March
April-June
July-August
Equilibrium value

3.8 + 2.2f

5.1 * 1.2
5.2 +2.1
4.0 * 1.2

7

!

8
t2
10

o

-0

^o(,
* Only samples taken at least 1 km over the

tropopause have been included. 1 pc/kg : 10-D
curie per kilogram of air : 2.46 X 105 atorns/kg.

t Standard deviation.

deviate significantly from the curve. The best-
fltting straight line through these points and

those of October-November 1961 lBleichrodt,
19621 has a slope r of 0.038 -+ 0.002.

On August 5, 7962, the Soviet Union started
a new series of nuclear tests. Samples taken after
this date are also shown in Figure 1. Only one

'hot' radioactive cloud rvas sampled on Septem-
ber 25. The filter was cut into two pieces rvhich
were analyzed separately. Results differed by
less than 8 per cent. The radioactivity ratio of
Sr"n and Sr* was 114 indicating that at least a

large fraction of the debris originated from a

recent detonation. As the Be' concentration in
this sample diflered significantly from the value
observed for natural Be', it is probable that dur-
ing the Soviet 1962 tests Be'was also produced
artificially.

If LiD is used for nuclear devices in the mega-

ton range lThi,rri.ng,1955l, Be" is probably pro-
duced by nuclear reactions of Li, since no Be'
has been detected in fission products lCook,
19521 . The most likely reactions are L|" (n, t)
He' follorved by Li' (t, 2n) Be' lRoy et al.,

7960; Thirring,1955),Liu (d,n) Bd lRoy et al.,

19601, and L{ (d,2n) Be'lGartsson and Hamil'
ton,l957l. Use of Li in the Soviet bombs is sug-

gested by an increased Li twilight emission at
Saskatoon during November 1961 lSulliuan and
Hunten, 19621 and at Uppsala during Novem-
ber 1962 lStofiregen et a1.,19631.

If the above interpretation is correct, the
ratio of Be' and Sf', which is a fission product,

is dependent on the ratio of fusion and fission

100 200 300
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Fig. l. Be? concentration versus [Sr']eo@78' in
air at 12.5 to 13 km over the Netherlands during
1962. Circles represent samples taken during the
period January-July. Samples taken after August
5 (the very radioactive one not included) are rep-
resented by a bar, the left-hand side of which coin-
cides with the Sr* concentration observed (for Sr*
from recent tests f is small) and the right-hand
side with [Sre]e00@?8' (it is assumed then that a1l

Srs originated from the 1961 tests). The true vahre
to be considered is somewhere in betrveen these
end points. The square represents only'hot' cloud
from the Soviet 1962 tests sampled (time correc-
tion assumed to be negligible, t - 0). The triangle
represents average concentration of Be' due to
cosmic rays.

energy reiease of the weapons tested. The fusion
to fission ratio probably differs widelv for indi-
vidual detonations. The approximately constant
ratio of Be" and Sr"'observed for the 1961 explo-
sions may, therefore, be the result of a relativell'
rapid mixing of debris injected into the lower
stratosphere. For debris reaching higher levels,
e.g. debris from the 60-megaton test on October
30, 1961, which was assumed to have a small
fission to fusion ratio (see appendix of Machta
et al. 11962l), the BelSf'ratio might have been
quite different. The influence of high-altitude
debris on the concentration of Be'in the Iower
stratosphere will be small and therefore will
remain undetected because of radioactive decay
during dorvn'ward transport.

Note added, in proof , Samples of stratospheric
air taken on March 19 and 26, and on April 2 and
9, 1963, showed concentrations of Be'of 10.6, 13.5,
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8.1, and 11.5 pc kg-', and concentrations of Sfl of
182, 195, 100, and 143 pc k51, respectively. These
data are consistent with the curve of Figure 1.
Assuming all the Sf'to originate from the Soviet
1962 series (Augusb-December), eo'*" amounts to
about 1.14.
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